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SUMMARY

We have developed an algorithm, ‘‘MOLE,’’ for
the rapid, fully automated location and charac-
terization of molecular channels, tunnels, and
pores. This algorithm has been made freely
available on the Internet (http://mole.chemi.
muni.cz/) and overcomes many of the short-
comings and limitations of the recently devel-
oped CAVER software. The core of our MOLE
algorithm is a Dijkstra’s path search algorithm,
which is applied to a Voronoi mesh. Tests on
a wide variety of biomolecular systems includ-
ing gramicidine, acetylcholinesterase, cytochro-
mes P450, potassium channels, DNA quadru-
plexes, ribozymes, and the large ribosomal
subunit have demonstrated that the MOLE
algorithm performs well. MOLE is thus a power-
ful tool for exploring large molecular channels,
complex networks of channels, and molecular
dynamics trajectories inwhichanalysisofa large
number of snapshots is required.

INTRODUCTION

Molecular channels are key features of a huge range of

biomolecules. A few examples include: physiologically im-

portant pores through cellular membranes provided by

transmembrane proteins (Agre et al., 1995; Doyle et al.,

1998; Engel et al., 1994, 2000; Gouaux and MacKinnon,

2005; Jiang et al., 2002; MacKinnon, 2002, 2003; Walz

et al., 1994, 1997), the peptide exit channels through

which ribosomes release newly synthesized proteins

during transcription (Voss et al., 2006), and the tunnels

(of various types) that connect the active sites of P450

cytochromes to the cytosol (and markedly affect their sub-

strate specificity) (Cojocaru et al., 2007; Otyepka et al.,

2007; Wade et al., 2004, 2005). Thus, voids, channels, tun-

nels, pores, clefts, and cavities are crucial features of

systems studied by researchers seeking to gain a funda-

mental understanding of the relationships between the

structures and activities of diverse biomolecules, e.g.,

those exploring: the accessibility and anatomy of proteins’
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active sites and other internal spaces (Kleywegt and

Jones, 1994; Lesk, 1986; Liang et al., 1998c; Petrek

et al., 2006; Smart et al., 1993), the geometry of ribosomal

polypeptide exit channels (Voss et al., 2006), the architec-

ture of biomolecular complexes (Kim et al., 2006; Poupon,

2004), and key features of membrane channels. Further-

more, knowledge of the geometry and other structural as-

pects of various tunnels, channels, and other voids has

a huge range of practical applications, inter alia: locating

the centerlines in bronchi and the colon (Bitter et al.,

2000, 2001; Kaufman et al., 2005; Wan et al., 2002) during

virtual bronchoscopy and colonoscopy, respectively; pre-

dicting the catalytic efficiency of heterogeneous catalysts

such as zeolites, which is largely governed by pore char-

acteristics (Polarz and Smarsly, 2002; Tao et al., 2006);

and the remote navigation of autonomous robots (Garber

and Lin, 2002).

Due to the importance of various types of molecular

voids, it is not surprising that numerous software packages

have been developed in recent years to explore and define

them. These include: CAST and ALPHASHAPE; programs

for identifying and measuring surface-accessible pockets,

interior cavities, and other geometrical features of mole-

cules (Edelsbrunner et al., 1998; Liang et al., 1998a,

1998b; Liang et al., 1998c); and POCKET, which finds

protein surface pockets by using the concept of protein-

solvent-protein events (Levitt and Banaszak, 1992).

Others include: LIGSITE (Hendlich et al., 1997) and

LIGSITEcsc (Huang and Schroeder, 2006), which extend

the POCKET algorithm; PASS, which geometrically char-

acterizes regions of buried volume in proteins (Brady

and Stouten, 2000); and energy-based programs, such

as Q-SITE and POCKET FINDERs, for predicting pro-

tein-ligand binding sites and protein pockets (Laurie and

Jackson, 2005). Further option include: VOIDOO, for find-

ing cavities and analyzing their volumes (Kleywegt and

Jones, 1994); SURFNET, designed to extract all the chan-

nels in a given structure (Laskowski, 1995); and HOLE,

a program for analyzing and visualizing the dimensions

of holes through ion channels (Smart et al., 1993, 1996).

However, finding access paths from the bulk solvent to

a buried protein cavity is not a trivial task. Algorithms

based on recursive inspection of a protein surface can

be designed in principle for this purpose and the problem

can be simplified (provided that the structure of the protein
3, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1357
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Figure 1. Analysis of the KscA K+ Channel

(A) Six paths, represented by gray and cyan meshes, found by the MOLE algorithm in the transmembrane KscA K+ channel.

(B) A mesh representing the channel profile.

(C) A plot of the channel profiles found by the CAVER (blue line) and MOLE (red line) algorithms.

(D) Table summarizing channel bottlenecks found by the CAVER and MOLE algorithms. The radii of the bottlenecks calculated by HOLE (Smart et al.,

1996) for channels 5 and 6 are equal to 1.35 and 0.81 Å, respectively.
cavity is known) by reversing it, i.e., by seeking an exit

pathway from a point inside the protein cavity to the ex-

terior. This is the approach adopted here. We begin by

defining ‘‘the exterior’’ in order to establish the start and

end points of the access route. An ideal algorithm should

then identify the shortest, widest, most convenient path-

ways between these defined points as rapidly as possible.

We recently developed the CAVER program (Petrek

et al., 2006), which locates an egress automatically from

a given point inside a molecular system represented by

the van der Waals radii of its constituents. The CAVER al-

gorithm works by exploring grid nodes utilizing the Dijkstra

algorithm. Each grid node is evaluated by a cost function

based on the square of the reciprocal distance to the clos-

est atom. Dijkstra’s algorithm was used in this manner to

select the shortest and cheapest paths (i.e., those with

the lowest costs). CAVER, which was developed primarily

to find egress paths from protein voids, has also proved

capable of locating tunnels in inorganic structures, such

as zeolites and channels in DNA quadruplexes (Dambor-

sky et al., 2007). Although it represents a considerable

advance in the automatic detection of access and egress

paths, the CAVER algorithm has two major limitations: (1)

very large demands on processor time and memory when

used to explore large channels and (2) small but persistent
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errors due to grid extrapolation. The exploration of large

channels with many internal grid points can become pro-

hibitively expensive with CAVER due to the huge number

of possible egress paths that must be analyzed. Thus, it

is impractical for the investigation of relatively large ac-

cess paths, such as ribosomal polypeptide exit channels.

The unavoidable errors introduced by CAVER due to grid

approximation can be reduced by using a relatively fine

grid with small distances, d, between nodes (e.g., <0.4 Å).

However, a grid that is finer by a factor of n multiplies the

number of grid points to be explored by n3, and demands

on processor time increase accordingly.

This article presents a strategy for exploring molec-

ular voids based on Voronoi diagrams (Poupon, 2004;

Richards, 1974) by using MOLE software, that overcomes

many of the limitations of CAVER, since its performance

does not depend on the interior volume explored or the

use of a finite grid approximation. In addition to a com-

mand-line standalone version, the MOLE package can

also be used in an easy-to-use graphical environment, ei-

ther via a plugin for the widely used PyMOL software or an

online version, which combines the MOLE algorithm with

Jmol graphics. The MOLE software also incorporates

a fully automatic clustering algorithm that facilitates

analysis of the located tunnels. Applications of the
Ltd All rights reserved
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algorithm to biologically relevant problems are discussed

below.

DISCUSSION

We have thoroughly tested the Voronoi mesh-based

MOLE algorithm against the grid-based CAVER algorithm

with X-ray structures as well as snapshots taken from MD

simulations. Many biomolecular structures, e.g., potas-

sium channels, gramicidines, halorhodopsin, acetylcho-

line esterases, DNA quadruplexes, and ribozymes, have

been analyzed by both approaches (see the Supplemental

Data available with this article online). As expected, the re-

sults obtained by the MOLE and CAVER algorithms do not

differ substantially, for analyses of molecules that they are

both capable of handling, although small differences can

be seen in the channel profiles, although the MOLE algo-

rithm generally gives smoother channel profiles and

more precisely localizes channel bottlenecks, significantly

reducing the errors introduced by the finite grid approxi-

mation of CAVER. It should be noted that the maximum

error introduced by the CAVER algorithm is equal to
ffiffi
3
p

2 d,

and the mean error to 0.48 d, where d is the grid resolution

(Petrek et al., 2006). CAVER adds the mean error to the

channel profile radii. Differences between the two algo-

rithms can be clearly demonstrated for the KscA K+ chan-

nel (PDB: 1K4C—open structure) (Zhou et al., 2001). Here,

both algorithms find six channels, the first four of which

are symmetrical and aligned perpendicularly to the mem-

brane (Figure 1A, channels 1–4), the next is the channel

gating (Figure 1A, channel 5), and the last is the selectivity

filter (Figure 1A, channel 6). The channel profiles are al-

most always slightly overestimated by CAVER (Figure 1C)

due to the addition of the mean error, as mentioned above.

The bottleneck radii of the symmetrical channels identified

by CAVER differ due to the errors introduced by the grid-

based algorithm. Clearly, the MOLE algorithm has over-

come this shortcoming (as shown by Figure 1D). Nonethe-

less, both approaches are capable of showing the channel

profile, with either a narrow selectivity filter (i.e., allowing

the transport of desolvated ions) or a ‘‘large’’ cavity and

a channel gating (for transporting solvated ions) with a

somewhat larger profile than the selectivity filter (Fig-

ure 1C). The MOLE results were also compared with pores

in the KscA K+ channel found by HOLE software (Doyle

et al., 1998; Smart et al., 1996). The results obtained

from MOLE and HOLE were very similar (mean error and

Figure 2. Analysis of the Large Ribosomal Subunit

(A) The large ribosomal subunit of Haloarcula marismortui (PDB: 1JJ2)

represented by secondary structure motifs, where RNA is colored

blue, and proteins green.

(B) The web of centerlines of channels found by MOLE.

(C) The same network represented by unions of spheres.

(D) The channel leading through the large ribosomal subunit. The rect-

angle on the left-hand structure shows the polypeptide exit channel,

and the right-hand structure shows the same channel with pink and

yellow spheres representing proteins L22 and L4, respectively.

(E) A profile of the ribosomal exit channel showing three bottlenecks,

each with a radius of 4.3 Å.
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Figure 3. The Scheme of the 2D Voronoi

Diagram

Scheme shows in 2D the Voronoi diagram

(thin lines) and the convex hull (dotted line) of

molecule represented by atoms (circles).

Each Voronoi edge is evaluated by the cost

function (numbers). The thick line represents

the optimal path found by the Dijkstra’s

algorithm from the given starting point (black

circle), i.e., centerline of found tunnel.
standard deviation in the channel profile equal to 0.04 Å

and 0.16 Å, respectively, using the same set of atomic

radii), and the speed of the two software packages is

comparable (see the Supplemental Data).

The large ribosomal subunit (PDB: 1JJ2) (Figure 2A)

(Klein et al., 2001) from Haloarcula marismortui was se-

lected for a more rigorous test of the MOLE algorithm.

Due to the enormous demands on processor time, the

original CAVER algorithm failed to find an exit path from

the ribosomal active site. Like CAVER, HOLE (which per-

forms well on pores) also failed to identify any path from

the large ribosomal subunit (Voss et al., 2006). In contrast,

the MOLE algorithm presented here found an exit path

within�160 s (CPU Intel PIII 2.6 GHz). All the located paths

are represented by a web (Figure 2B) and sets of spheres

(Figure 2C), which reveal a complex network of inner ribo-

somal channels whose biological significance is not yet

clearly understood. Among them, one can identify the

polypeptide exit channel (Figure 2D), with its opening

approximately 65 Å away from the peptidyl transferase

center. Three bottlenecks can be distinguished further

along the channel, which have very similar radii (4.3 Å)

(Figure 2E). MOLE should thus prove to be a valuable

tool in what has been termed the ‘‘everlasting challenge’’

(Voss et al., 2006) of exploring the interior of complex

molecular networks.

The MOLE algorithm presented here has been shown to

be capable of locating the access or egress paths of mo-

lecular voids in a rapid and fully automatic manner. Many

of the drawbacks of the earlier CAVER algorithm have

been eliminated, including errors introduced by a finite

grid approximation. We have also implemented automatic
1360 Structure 15, 1357–1363, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier
clustering of located paths based on their similarity. Ro-

bust test data show that the MOLE algorithm provides

smoother and more accurate paths than the CAVER ap-

proach. The performance of MOLE is demonstrated by

its ability to explore, in a relatively short time, (1) large bio-

molecular channels like the ribosomal peptide exit chan-

nel or chaperones (data not shown), (2) complex networks

of channels, and (3) structural snapshots taken from

molecular dynamic simulations. The MOLE software has

been made freely available as a standalone application,

plug-in for PyMol software, and online application at

http://mole.chemi.muni.cz/.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The MOLE Algorithm

A Voronoi diagram divides a metric space according to the distances

between discrete sets of specified objects. In the cases considered

here, the objects are the centers of protein atoms represented by

van der Waals spheres, with radii predefined by AMBER force field

(Cornell et al., 1995), and the Voronoi diagram consists of cells repre-

senting the set of points closest to the atom in the center of each cell.

Voronoi cells of this kind are termed ‘‘convex polytopes’’ or ‘‘Dirichlet

domains.’’ The boundary of each cell comprises several facets that

form the interface between neighboring cells (Figure 3). This simple

approach partitions the space solely according to atomic centers

and cannot take differing atomic radii into account. However, the

facets of this type of Voronoi diagram form planes, and it is usually

possible to include differences in atomic radii when constructing a

generalized Voronoi diagram. A drawback of this approach is that se-

rious geometric problems can be introduced along the facet bound-

aries. In order to account for differences in van der Waals atomic radii

while retaining the planar geometry of Voronoi facets, an additively

weighted Voronoi diagram can be constructed. Since the van der
Ltd All rights reserved
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Waals radii (Cornell et al., 1995) of most heavy atoms that occur in

biomolecules (C, N, O, S, P) range from 1.6 to 2.1 Å, the difference

between weighted and ordinary Voronoi diagrams is negligible for

our purposes (cf. comparison of tunnel paths calculated by MOLE

and HOLE presented below) in comparison with other uncertainties,

which are introduced via the set radii used, inherent molecular flexibil-

ity, and the resolution of most available structures. Other aspects of

Voronoi diagram construction will not be considered here since they

have been discussed in detail by various other authors (Aurenhammer,

1987; Aurenhammer and Imai, 1987; Kim et al., 2005; Poupon, 2004;

Richards, 1974).

The boundaries of Voronoi facets form a three-dimensional mesh

(Figure 3) on which the search for molecular channels leading from

a given point outside is performed. It is intuitively obvious that an

optimal egress path from the interior of a protein will connect points

(Voronoi vertices) and segments (Voronoi edges) that are furthest

from surrounding atoms. So, in the third step, edges are assigned pos-

itive values, representing the relative cost of taking each step along

a path and can be thought of as a kind of ‘‘highway-toll.’’ An edge is

considered convenient if it is both sufficiently far from surrounding

atoms and sufficiently short. The cost of an edge is given by a cost

function. The selection of a convenient cost function is the key feature

of our method; we have modified the original, empirical cost function

(Petrek et al., 2006), which did not account for path length. In the mod-

ified, MOLE, algorithm the cost of an edge C(e) is given by:

CðeÞ= lðeÞ=
�

dclosestðeÞ2 + 3
�

(1)

where l(e) represents the edge length, dclosest is the distance from the

edge to the closest atom, and 3 is a small number to avoid division by

zero. Dijkstra’s graph search algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) is employed to

find and optimize the ‘‘cheapest’’ path on the Voronoi mesh from the

starting point outwards. The starting point for a graph exploration is

usually defined by the user’s specification of the active site; this point

should be somewhere in vacant space inside the structure. The start-

ing point can be specified either by Cartesian coordinates or, more

flexibly, by a set of groups of residues that form the site of interest.

In the latter case, a starting point is calculated from the mass center

of each residue. A control subalgorithm with local searching is then

carried out to optimize the starting point position; this operation avoids

the problem of starting point collisions with surrounding atoms. Opti-

mization is performed by constructing homocentric spheres from the

starting point and generating possible starting points on the sphere

surfaces with some predefined resolution. The empty space around

these surface points is probed to find better candidates for the starting

point position, after which the search begins from the Voronoi vertex

closest to the optimized starting point position.

The search algorithm explores the Voronoi mesh from an optimized

starting point until it reaches oneof theso-called boundary points, which

lie on a boundary between the structure and its environment. To mark

out these points we use a ‘‘convex hull’’ approximation of the structure,

with mesh points grouped into interior or exterior categories according

to their relationship to the hull. Finally, outer points that have at least

one inner-point neighbor are marked as the boundary points.

The MOLE algorithm can be summarized in the following steps: (1)

representation of the molecular system under investigation by atom-

centered van der Waals spheres; (2) construction of the Voronoi dia-

gram; (3) marking of boundary points by convex hull approximation;

(4) optimization of the starting point from a user-defined position; (5)

evaluation of edges by a given cost function; and (6) a search for the

‘‘cheapest’’ route from the starting point outward on the Voronoi

mesh by Dijsktra’s algorithm.

More paths can be located and tracked by continuing to apply the

graph-searching algorithm as follows. A large positive ‘‘penalty’’ is

added to the Voronoi edges that are parts of a detected path. In sub-

sequent searches, the Dijkstra’s algorithm avoids the ‘‘penalized’’

edges due to their high cost, and at the end of the procedure, the

new paths are ordered according to cost. Any new paths that do not
Structure 15, 1357–136
differ significantly from each other can be grouped to form a set by

a new tunnel clustering method; this technique can accelerate the

location of qualitatively different tunnels, as described below.

A located path consists of a sequence of joined edges. For each

edge, we can locate a small set of the closest atoms that uniquely

identify the path. Hence, the similarity of two paths can be measured

by a metric suitable for comparing two sets. A metric D is defined to

evaluate the similarity of two paths by equation (Equation 2) below:

D =
jAXBjffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jAj,jBj

p (2)

where A and B are sets of atoms found along the paths, jAj is the

number of elements of set A, and jAXBj represents the number of el-

ements of A that are intersected by set B. If D is equal to 1, both sets

will be identical, and two paths are considered to be similar if D /1.

Such an analysis enables all located tunnels to be ordered into path

clusters according to their similarity.

Performance of the MOLE Algorithm

The construction of the Voronoi diagram is inexpensive, and the Qhull

software (Barber et al., 1996) used constructs it in O(n log n) time,

where n is a number of points, here atomic centers. Although the the-

oretical size of the three-dimensional Voronoi vertices generated is

O(n2), in practice it is only O(n), as shown by Dwyer (Dwyer, 1991).

The same consideration applies to edges between the vertices.

Thus, the evaluation of a cost function is performed quickly over

a time that is linearly correlated to the number of edges. The most

time-consuming component is the graph search algorithm, and its

time complexity is O(mn) for a single source shortest path, where m

is the number of edges and n the number of vertices. The MOLE soft-

ware also benefits from a rapid algorithm for finding additional chan-

nels in one structure. This allows fast analyses of molecular dynamic

(MD) trajectories in which hundreds or thousands of structural snap-

shots have to be processed. An analysis of five CYP2C9 channels in

MD simulations containing about 250 snapshots takes about 4 hr by

CAVER but approximately half an hour by the MOLE algorithm with

the same computer.

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Data include comparison of channel profiles found by

MOLE and CAVER, comparison of pore profiles found by MOLE and

HOLE, and bottlenecks in the preferred paths, as found by the CAVER

and MOLE algorithms in molecular dynamics simulations, and are

available online at http://www.structure.org/cgi/content/full/15/11/

1357/DC1/.
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